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Students Question:

How is Puget Sound
using our money?

By ANNA GOEBEL

T

he University’s endowment is invested in a
variety of ways in order to support current and future operations.
Some students, however, are
calling for the University to
reevaluate and be more transparent about where exactly it
invests its money.
As of Sept. 30, 2014, the endowment was estimated at
$314 million. Puget Sound
has 550 different endowment funds, which are subject to donor restrictions,
such as being for a particular scholarship or Board of
Trustee designations. According to the 2013 Financial Report, 99 percent of
these endowment funds are
pooled for investment purposes. The Finance and Facilities Committee, which Vice
President for Finance and Administration
Sherry Mondou heads, manages the endowment and is
responsible for its
University’s total endowment investment.
A group of students on campus, which includes Luke Janssen, President of Environmental Campus Outreach Emily Smaldone, active member of ECO
Curtis Mraz and student coordinator for the
Sustainability Advisory Committee Sierra Cocoziello, is currently questioning where the endowment is being invested.
According to the 2013 report, $20,197,000 is invested in private energy.
“The University has
holdings in several priof endowment funds pooled vate funds, including prifor investment
vate energy funds,” Mondou said.
Although the University doesn’t specify what
companies this $20 million is invested in, the students worry that at least some of this money is invested in fossil fuel companies.
For these students, the possibility that the University is investing in environmentally damaging
companies is something they feel is unacceptable.
“A couple of years ago we did the STARS report,
so Sustainability Tracking and Education, we got

$314 million

99 percent

really high ratings—we’re actually
gold star certified for sustainability,
but the investment portion of the
review…we failed,” Janssen said.
These students are calling on the
University to divest, or no longer invest in, any holdings they
may have in fossil fuel companies and instead use an investment method known as socially
responsible investing. Socially
responsible investing is when
firms invest or do not invest in
certain companies in order to
achieve a particular moral or
political objective such as environmental
sustainability,
social justice or good business practices.
The University does include the SRI approach in its
financial policies, which, according to Cocoziello, came
about from previous calls
from the community for transency and an SRI approach to in-

par
vestments.
“Three years ago, three faculty members went to
the board and said that there was no transparency in
the University’s investments and no green investing…
that’s why there’s the socially responsible investing caveat at the bottom,” Cocoziello said.
The SRI clause in The University of Puget Sound’s Investment
Policy Statement for Pooled Eninvested in private energy
dowment Funds appears at the
end of the document and states
that the University “may consider investment opportunities with managers that take an SRI approach.”
Mondou does indicate that the University has certain
holdings that they would consider socially responsible.
“Though there is no standard definition for what constitutes
a socially responsible investment, we believe the portfolio has
investments that would likely fit that description,” Mondou
said. “For example, we have investments in wind farms and
healthcare companies that we believe would be deemed socially responsible.”
Some individuals worry, however, that the University is not
investing socially responsibly enough.
The Finance and Facilities Committee contracts out an external investment manager to deal with daily management of
the University’s investments. The University has been working with a firm called Perella Weinberg Partners since 2013.
“Perella Weinberg Partners is Puget Sound’s outsourced chief
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investment officer hired by the
board to allocate Puget Sound’s
capital in accordance with the
specific targets and guidelines set
out in the University’s endowment investment policy,” Mondou said. “The University is currently invested with 50 different
managers and funds.”
Janssen is concerned that the
firms that the University is working with do not take an SRI approach.
“There’s a lot of passing the buck
going on. The office here passes
that off to an outside third party that invests our money…but

the fact of the matter is that the
administration can direct those
people that they’re hiring as to
how to invest the money,” Janssen said. “PWP doesn’t ever talk
about socially responsible investing while there’s lots of other investment firms that we could be
putting our money with that actually care about that.”
Many of these students are also
frustrated with what they consider a lack of transparency.
“It’s scary not knowing where
one penny of $314 million goes,”
Mraz said.
Although the University reports
the amounts and general types of
investments its endowment is in,
it does not disclose more detailed

information. Smaldone believes
that as a paying student, she and
others have the right to know
where the University of Puget
Sound’s investments lie.
“In our mission policy, it says
we’re supposed to be learning
how to be democratic citizens…
in a way in a capitalist system…
our investments are our votes…if
we don’t know where our investments are we don’t know where
our vote is,” Smaldone said.
Similar divestment campaigns
are springing up around the
country, including universities
such as the University of Washington and Seattle University, ac-

cording to the Seattle Times. Many
universities who have faced similar
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divestment campaigns have argued
that the goal of the endowment is
to achieve high returns in order to
fund student financial aid, faculty
compensation and research, not to
achieve any sort of social goal.
“What was frustrating for us is
that it seemed like they thought…
there was very little room for
change…They made it seem that
values are a personal thing that
don’t play a role in institutional values…which I find outrageous…It’s
not a for-profit company; the end
goal is not to make money at the
expense of values,” Smaldone said.
The students hope to work with
the administration further to
achieve a University that is transparent and that does not invest in
companies they view as socially
detrimental.
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Queer theory expands gender studies program
By NISHTHA CHHABRA
The University of Puget Sound recently decided to implement queer
theory into the Gender Studies program in order to expand the interdisciplinary program and strengthen the minor.
“We’ve had a minor in Gender
Studies and so what we did, what
we are in the process of doing, is
joining forces with the queer cultures because we in gender studies,
we have been looking to bring in
more queer theory, more the kind
of contemporary work that is happening,” Alison Tracy Hale, Associate Professor and Associate Chair
of English, said.
“Harry Velez-Quinones put together the queer cultures course
with the eye towards doing more
with queer studies. Those two programs are together. Gender and
queer studies,” Hale said.
It is important to note that the
Gender and Queer Studies program is not a department but a program offered through the Humanities Department. The program has
high hopes to expand by gaining
enough interest to become more a
part of the curriculum.
“We do not have any designated
faculty that solely do their work in
Gender and Queer Studies. They
are all affiliated faculty with primary appointments in other departments,” Hale said. “We find people to teach by asking their home
departments to release them. For

example, to teach in Gender and
Queer Studies I need to take a
unit away from my primary teaching in English. Now, my colleagues
have been very supportive and the
Dean’s office has been very supportive in making this adaptation,
but it’s not something that can be as
consistent as if, say, you have a full
department.”
Harry Velez-Quinones, Professor and Chair of Hispanic Studies and Co-Director of Gender and
Queer Studies, believes it is possible to turn the program into a department over time as it gains more
awareness.
“We need to run the Gender &
Queer Studies Program for a few
years before we can assess whether it can become a department.
Should demand for its offerings
grow substantially over the next
few years we could contemplate a
proposal leading to the establishment of a more robust formulation.
Being a department would make
it easier to recruit dedicated faculty in Gender and Queer Studies.
Having said that, it is entirely possible that remaining a ‘program’ instead of a ‘department’ could prove
equally rewarding, provided that
the University agrees to providing
a line or lines to add new dedicated
faculty in the disciplines involved
in it.”
Velez-Quinones put together the
queer theory course and went on
to explain how this change was implemented and what importance

the KNOW proposal, the new diversity graduation requirement
that is being implemented.
Hale said that she believes that
this change is important in terms
of diversity.
“Politically the GLBT movements
grew out of women’s movements,
which grew out of civil rights and
the sort of queerness is kind of the
frontier at this point. Queer and
trans identity. So I think it is sort of
essential for anyone that is studying gender studies to have that both
piece of the past and the history but
also the present which is this kind
of activist engaging in things like
Trans identity,” Hale said.
Similarly, Velez-Quinones believes that this will bring about
more engagement on campus itself.
“I anticipate a more unified set of
curricular and co-curricular events
and collaborations emerging as a
result of this change. The integration of Queer Studies in the Puget
Sound curriculum will add increased visibility to the field and,
more importantly, a renewed sense
of belonging to the many gay, lesbian, bisexual, trans, queer and questioning students and staff here,”
Velez-Quinones said.
The faculty believes that this is essential in order to teach students
about diversity and that this change
will have a large and visible effect
on the student body by incorporating a very large part of the LGBT
community into the classrooms.
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Book smarts: Expansion of Gender Studies allows for academic
exploration inclusive of queer texts.
it served to the campus on a larger level.
“Implementing this change came
about as a result of our experience
last semester offering the first ever
Queer Studies class offered at Puget
Sound: HUM 327—Queer Cultures. The course was very enthusiastically received,” Velez-Quinones
said. “At the end of it, students were
encouraged to meet with the teaching staff to assess the experience
and to provide feedback for future
courses in the field. Students suggested that a Queer Studies Program was desirable, perhaps one
housed in the Gender Studies Program. A group of colleagues from

the Queer Cultures class in close
collaboration with Greta Austin,
who was then the director of the
Gender Studies Program, came
together to discuss this question
earlier this fall. We found that we
agreed in having Gender Studies
change its name to become a Gender and Queer Studies Program. In
addition we agreed to assemble a
group who, with the help of a Burlington Northern Curriculum Development Grant, will work on developing the Queer Studies side of
this newly renamed program.”
The Gender and Queer studies
program anticipates that this will
be especially essential in terms of

SECURITY REPORT
The following is a breakdown of incidents reported to Security Services and occurring on campus between
Nov. 4, 2014 and Nov. 10, 2014.
Alcohol Violation
Security staff contacted a student
near the campus entrance (N.15th
and Alder) who was suspected of
verbally harassing passersby. The
student appeared and acted intoxicated, was not cooperative, and acted aggressively towards officers.
Motor Vehicle Theft

A student reported her vehicle (a
1990 Nissan) stolen from N. Lawrence Street near N. 11th. The vehicle was later recovered by Tacoma Police.
Bicycle Theft
Two bicycles were reported stolen
from campus during the week—
both from the storage racks outside
of Seward Hall.
Theft
Members of the Beta Theta Pi and
Phi Delta Theta fraternities report-

ed chapter property stolen from
their houses last weekend.
Sexual Assault
A student reported possibly being
sexually assaulted by another student on campus. The case is currently being investigated by Student Affairs and Security Services.
Crime Prevention Tips:
· Always report suspicious activity
to Security Services by calling (253)
879-3311. Security is open 24/7.
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· Do not leave valuable property
in your vehicle—especially in open
view.
· Secure bicycles with a U-bolt style
and lock through the frame.
· Do not walk alone at night. If you
aren’t with a group of friends, take
advantage of the Security Courtesy
Escort service.
· Stay current on security-related
activities and incidents on campus
—like us on Facebook.
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Administration must carefully consider investment
SEE THE NEWS SECTION THIS WEEK TO READ THE TRAIL’S REPORT ON THE ADMINISTRATION’S INVESTMENTS
WANT TO JOIN THE CONVERSATION? COMMENT ONLINE AT TRAIL.PUGETSOUND.EDU
To the University of Puget Sound’s
Vice President for Finance &
Administration:
Dear Ms. Mondou,
I am a concerned senior at the
University of Puget Sound. In the past
months, I have become increasingly
aware of a trend across the nation
urging educational institutions to stop
investing their financial endowment
in
environmentally
destructive
industries, particularly the fossil fuel
industries of oil, coal, and natural gas.
As a young person, I believe that
reducing our nation’s dependence
on fossil fuel based energy, whether
domestic or international, is an
imperative condition to ensure the
United States’ future prosperity.
Progress in this direction is impeded
by the economic omnipotence of the
fossil fuel industry and the control
over domestic policy that this affords.
Fossil fuel companies are an obvious
player in global dynamics that poison
our air and water, disenfranchise
vulnerable communities, and have,
through climate change, made
extreme weather events a clear and
present danger. As a stakeholder and
investor in private energy companies,
the University of Puget Sound has a
social responsibility to remove our
investment in industries that gamble
with the health, security, and quality
of life of mine and future generations.
The University of Puget Sound
holds endowment investments of
more than $314 million. Investment
in natural resources, including private
energy, has more than quadrupled in
the last 7 years, spiking from $6.38
million in 2007 to $28.65 million in
2013. From 2012 to 2013, investment
in private energy nearly doubled.
The University of Puget Sound is
currently investing over $20 million
in private energy holdings, and it
appears from the available data that
this trend is meant to continue. The
financial reports do not go into more
detail, but I can only hope that private
energy is not merely a euphemism
for Chevron, ExxonMobil, BP, and
Peabody Coal. While I understand
the benefit afforded to students
and staff of the University through
high yield investments, I do not

believe that we must sacrifice our
moral obligation to invest ethically
to achieve acceptable returns of at
least 5%. Due to massive and sudden
fluctuations in supply and demand
as well as the continued inevitability
of environmental disasters such
as the 2010 Deepwater Horizon
oil spill, fossil fuel investments are
inherently volatile. Additionally, these
investments’ high returns represent
merely a fraction of the immeasurable
value private energy companies
extract from communities and the
environment.
Section XIV of the University of
Puget Sound Investment Policy
Statement For Pooled Endowment
Investments suggests that the
Investment Subcommittee of the
Finance and Facilities Committee
consider
Socially
Responsible
Investment (SRI) strategies, such as
“refusing to own shares of a company
because of a disagreement with
that company’s business practices.”
I believe that social responsibility
obliges the Committee to reject
investment in companies whose
practices undermine our future
and contribute to pollution, human
rights abuses, and climate change.
I am confident that forwardthinking members of the Board of
Trustees are capable of working with
investment managers to adjust the
University’s investment portfolio to
more adequately reflect the values
embraced by the campus community
and President Thomas’ Strategic Plan.
The University of Puget Sound’s
Strategic Plan presented by President
Ronald Thomas and fully endorsed
by the Board of Trustees maintains
that “the Puget Sound experience
embraces our dynamic Pacific
Northwest
environment
[and]
our independent and pioneering
people who are civically engaged,
environmentally responsible, and
globally focused.” It is our collective
responsibility as a leading national
liberal arts college and an important
institution in the Pacific Northwest
to invest in industries that reflect
the values espoused in this vision
for the University. The Northwest is
intimately tied to the greater fossil

To the Trail:

human potential to assist in the
unfolding of creative and useful lives.”
The university’s mission statement
can provide a framework for decision
making when the institution is faced
with new (or renewed) questions of
policy, and the particular question I’ve
got in mind is one I know a lot of you have
got in mind, too, since it’s recently been
buzzing around campus at increasing
decibel levels: Ought the university
to divest from environmentally
irresponsible companies?
I believe, and I’m willing to bet
many of you believe, and I’m even
willing to bet many members of the
board of trustees believe, that taking
care of the environment is the moral
thing to do, for whichever reason
strikes you at the moment: we owe it
to ourselves to live on a planet with
pretty, functioning ecosystems, we owe
it to future humans to keep that planet
pretty and functioning with plenty of
self-renewing resources to offer, we
owe it to other species to make room
for them to live their lives the way they
have for eons, etc., etc. These are moral
obligations that many of us recognize as
individuals.
But why does this moral obligation
affect Puget Sound as an institution?

The mission statement of the
University of Puget Sound reads as
follows:
“University of Puget Sound is an
independent predominantly residential
undergraduate liberal arts college with
selected graduate programs building
effectively on a liberal arts foundation.
The university, as a community
of learning, maintains a strong
commitment to teaching excellence,
scholarly engagement, and fruitful
student-faculty interaction.
The mission of the university is to
develop in its students capacities for
critical analysis, aesthetic appreciation,
sound judgment, and apt expression
that will sustain a lifetime of intellectual
curiosity, active inquiry, and reasoned
independence. A Puget Sound
education, both academic and cocurricular, encourages a rich knowledge
of self and others; an appreciation of
commonality and difference; the full,
open, and civil discussion of ideas;
thoughtful moral discourse; and the
integration of learning, preparing
the university’s graduates to meet the
highest tests of democratic citizenship.
Such an education seeks to liberate
each person’s fullest intellectual and

Loggers Live Green: Puget Sound needs to invest in environmentally friendly companies to live up to the well-known slogan.
fuel industry. Already a major hub for
the transport of crude oil, natural gas,
and coal, the Puget Sound region is
being targeted for increased exposure
from fossil fuel industries. Each day
that more open-car coal trains and
oil tankers pass through our region,
the chances increase that a single
oversight will cause irreparable
damage to the shores and waters of
the Puget Sound. An Exxon Valdez
magnitude spill in the inner Puget
Sound is terrifyingly possible and, I
fear, ultimately inevitable if fossil fuel
industries are not held accountable
for their environmental impact.
The University of Puget Sound has
the worthy opportunity to make
a statement on what we stand to
lose because of these industries’
unsustainable and reckless practices.
We can prove our commitment to
environmental stewardship and
institutional leadership by bravely
acting with the vanguard of socially
conscious, critically aware institutions
such as Stanford University, Pitzer
College, College of the Atlantic,
The Russell Family Foundation,
The Rockefeller Brothers Fund, and

many city governments including
Seattle, Portland, San Francisco, Santa
Fe, Boulder, and Providence who
have publicly pledged to reduce or
eliminate their investment in fossil
fuel industries. It is irresponsible not
to do so.
I understand that divestment is not
as simple a process as we would like
it to be. However, there are many
steps that can be taken immediately
that will point the University in the
right direction. We can ensure that
all short term and liquid assets are
responsibly invested. We can make
a pledge to halt any new investment
that may support any of the top 200
publicly traded fossil fuel companies.
And we can amend the University’s
Investment Policy Statement to direct
outsourced investment managers
such as Perella Weinberg Partners to
take SRI into account when investing
Puget Sound’s endowment. As illiquid
investments become accessible over
the next 10 years, we can ensure
that those funds are reinvested
with
endowment
management
firms that value environmental
responsibility as well as maximum

Because the university’s mission
statement claims to support students in
their exploration of moral decisions and
their application of those decisions to
their lives.
The university’s liberal arts curriculum
legitimizes a concern for even the less
functional aspects of life, that is, an
exercise of “aesthetic appreciation,” of
things that enrich our lives even if their
utilitarian value is difficult to pin down.
In addition to an aesthetically oriented
discussion of what is pleasurable, the
school professes a desire to support
students in a “thoughtful moral
discourse,” i.e., a discovery of what
is right. These discussions are not
only to occur in “academic,” but also
“cocurricular” life, suggesting an
exploration of how to apply these
aesthetic and moral values to the way
we live our lives outside of class, not just
as individuals, but together, as a campus.
Only by learning how to apply these
values in our community here, and

doing so in a vocal, public way that
engages students with the operations
of university administration, will
we prepare ourselves for the lifelong
task of applying these values in our
professional, familial, municipal, and
political lives after graduation, which is
the essence of “democratic citizenship.”
It is in the spirit of understanding
ourselves and our values, and living
up to those values more fully, that I
believe the university must reevaluate
its investment practices. By investing in
the market, the institution is lending its
assets, its power, and its approval to the
companies whose stock it purchases.
That the university currently professes
not to know where its money is invested
means it does not know to whom it
is lending authority in the capitalist
market, blindly casting its ballot in a
global election in which stocks are votes.
Students who are “intellectually curious”
enough to launch an “active inquiry”
into the school’s investments seek to

returns. Many resources are available
to the Board in these tasks, such
as the Forum for Sustainable and
Responsible Investment, Bloomberg’s
Environmental Data Service, and
stock indexes that include Standard
& Poor’s Carbon Efficiency Index,
the Dow Jones Sustainability Indices
and the MSCI Global Sustainability
Indexes.
Ultimately,
divestment
isn’t
primarily an economic strategy, but
rather an ethical and political one.
Educational institutions in the United
States have often taken a leading role
in the social battles of their time.
Divestment campaigns, spearheaded
by universities around the nation,
changed the national conversation
on apartheid-era South Africa in the
1980s and on the tobacco industry in
the 1990s.
We have a chance today to edge the
discourse of energy toward a vision
that places greater emphasis on clean,
renewable sources such as wind and
solar. I am proud to be a Logger, but
I would be ecstatic to count myself as
a member of a university that was at
the forefront of effecting change in
the way we power our world. Socially
Responsible Investing must be more
than an afterthought in the way we
invest our endowment. As a national
presence among liberal arts colleges
and a regionally important actor in
cultural and public policy initiatives,
it is the moral duty of the University
of Puget Sound to seriously examine
our investments and act now to divest
from environmentally destructive
fossil fuel industries.
Sincerely,
Luke Janssen
Class of 2015
P.S. I urge all those who read this
letter to think critically about how
the University’s investment choices
reflect on you and your place in this
community. If you agree with me
that change is necessary, reach out
to those around you who are already
working toward making a difference.
Visit gofossilfree.org, divestinvest.
org, or 350.org for more information
about why divestment is the right
choice and how to begin fighting for
a sustainable future.

grant the institution the opportunity to
have a “full, open, and civil discussion”
about where these votes are, align them
with the school’s values, and achieve
“reasoned independence” from external
firms that give no consideration to
those goals of the university that
extend beyond the financial. And the
university must have such goals, as its
mission statement professes, for it is not
a for-profit company but an academic
establishment that exists for the
multifaceted enrichment of its students.
Exposure and examination of where
the university’s investments currently
lie, and comparison and realignment of
those investments with the shared values
of the campus community is a pressing
opportunity to engage students in the
intellectual and ethical explorations that
are the mission of Puget Sound.
Sincerely,
Emily Smaldone

Want your opinion to be heard?

If you have a strong reaction to an article, email us at trailops@pugetsound.edu, or visit our
website at trail.pugetsound.edu and share your voice with us.
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“Femvertising” is a positive change in ads
Women need to see realistic beauty expectations in media

By JORDYN ATKINSON
In the past few years, one advertising technique has become increasingly popular, standing out
from the rest: commercials geared
toward women and girls.
“Femvertising,” a phase coined
in October at N.Y.’s AdWeek 2014
conference, describes a type of
mostly video advertising aimed
at women that contains positive
and forward-thinking messages,
rather than the shallow, unrealistic themes that other brands have
used for decades.
It is now common knowledge
that many brands have stooped
to photoshopping, use of models
and downright pressure to convince women to buy their products.
Despite the fact that these companies have been criticized for
their marketing strategies, opening any popular magazine will tell
you that it is still as prevalent as
ever.
Femvertisements, however, are
often shot in a short documentary
style, and filled with inspiration-

al slogans, making it a genre of
its very own. Femvertising challenges the status quo of imposing
idealistic beauty standards and
instead inspires women to fulfill
their whole potential as an equal
human being.
Some of the most popular users
over the years have been Dove,
Always, Hanes and Nike. More recently, other brands that are trying this method are Under Armour, Covergirl and even Verizon
Wireless.
It is clear that this type of ad is
successful as simple entertainment in our society; many of
these commercials have actually
gone viral, with millions of views
on their YouTube videos.
The comments on these videos—while Internet comments
are notorious for negativity—also
contain remarkably postitive feelings towards the message the ads
convey.
“My friends and I would send
all the links to the latest Dove
commercial to each other,” a first
year at the University said. “They
made us feel so inspired—gave us
chills!”

Oftentimes, the brand that produces these commercials is added as an afterthought, a small
logo appearing only at the end,
or a short phrase about the company tacked on. With such minimal brand-visibility, some people
wonder: is this a profitable form
of advertising?
The answer is “yes.”
According to a September 2014
survey conducted by SheKnows, a
website for women’s lifestyles, 52
percent of women have purchased
a product because they like how
the brand and its advertisements
portray women.
Not only is this an effective
method for companies to increase
their sales, but it is an important
cause and should be continued.
The SheKnows survey also found
that 91 percent of women believe
advertising has a direct effect
on girls’ self-esteem and 81 percent stated that it is important for
younger generations to see these
pro-women advertisements.
In an ideal world, women would
support pro-women companies
by buying their products and in
turn would receive the respect

and representation that they deserve from said corporations.
However,
these
companies
should take the extra step and use
their abundant resources to help
causes that empower women as
well.
It is vital that advertisements
start sending a message that
women are strong and unique
individuals who should not be
held to an unrealistic standard or
treated unequally.
But beyond this, corporations
who “femvertise” should be held
reliable to stand behind these
statements and put their money

where their mouths are. The cycle
of consumers supporting a company they believe in, and charities
in turn getting financial support
should be established and maintained.
According to The Wall Street
Journal, a majority of consumer
purchases are made by women, so
it seems that “femvertising” is not
going anywhere.
If this trend continues in such
a positive way, and companies
are willing to aid the corporations that embody the messages
of their commercials, this is surely a change for the better.

Faults in t he new Diner are numerous
Limited options, limited availability make eating difficult
By MELANIE SCHAFFER
Talk of the new dining services
facilities began with excitement
toward the end of last semester.
Now that the new Student Union
Building (S.U.B.) has been open for
several months, this talk has not
died down, but merely changed its
tone as students begin to express
more and more concerns with the
renovated dining facilities.
Last semester, Dining Conference Services (DCS) gave a rundown of what the new S.U.B.
would include. Students’ hopes
were raised when they heard the
size of both the Deli and Salad
stations would be doubled in an
effort to maximize efficiency and
provide a greater array of dining
options.
In addition, the Italian station
would be updated to include more
appealing options than the daily
four sauce selection.
Most importantly, there was to
be a new station which would cater specifically to those students
with common food allergies.
This addition was also part of a
larger effort to provide more nutritious options for students as
a whole. These updated stations
were all to be housed in a sleeker,
more ergonomically sound service
and dining area.
Six months later, students are
finding it difficult to see any resemblance whatsoever between
the plan and execution of these
renovations.
Students across campus have
found issue with the discrepancies
between their expectations and
the reality of the new facilities,
and while no one complaint sticks
out above the rest, the murmurs
of discontent have been growing
persistently louder as the semester
progresses.
To give an idea of the breadth of
issues found with the renovations,

several students were asked specifically what their biggest problem
with the new S.U.B. was.
Sophomore Alana Fineman
was concerned about the lack of
healthy options and admitted that
she actually had to give up trying
to eat nutritious meals.
“I had to stop because I couldn’t
eat anything and was hungry always,” Fineman said.
A concerning statement, considering that a new level of healthconsciousness was one of the overarching goals of DCS in regards to
the updated facilities.
This statement, however, is not
surprising. The addition of a second salad bar, while great in theory, falls short in execution as the
second bar has more or less the
same selection as the first, leading
to little or no variety in one’s salad.
In addition, the Italian station
has done away with the same four
watery sauces, to the delight of
many students. Unfortunately,
these have been replaced with a
daily meat pasta, vegetarian pasta,
and pasta bake.
Pasta in and of itself is not an ideal choice for the health-conscious
student, but these dishes are out of
the question as they almost always
contain copious amounts of cheese
and heavy cream.
Fineman was, however impressed with the new Deli station
and argued that it does have the
best food.
However, she found that it, too,
has its problems.“I just never have
the time to go there because the
line’s always long,” Fineman said.
Sadly, it seems that though the
intention with the new Deli station was to increase efficiency, no
such progress has been made.
Seniors like Robyn Helwig are
finding it hardest to adjust to the
radically different dining area.
In regards to the updated S.U.B.,
Helwig found fault in the lack of
options offered to students.

“I mostly just go to the Burrito
station but sometimes I want to
expand and I can’t because…they
keep repeating the same thing
over and over again,” Helwig said.
Although many complaints are
coming from upperclassmen who
can’t help but feel nostalgic for the
old S.U.B., they are not the only
ones expressing concern.
“I think it’s alright, [but] they
don’t have very many options after
7 p.m.,” first year Allie Lawrence
said.
This concern is one that is not
new as of this year. In fact, many
students’ main problem with the
S.U.B. last year was exactly this.
College students are notorious
for having incredibly busy schedules that aren’t necessarily compatible with the two-hour range
allotted to dinner time.
If a student cannot get to the
S.U.B. between five and seven on
a given weekday, they are likely to
find that their choice of food has
dwindled from all six stations to
only one or two.
Taking into account the widely
varying schedules of students,
it seems that this is an issue that
should have been addressed during the planning stages of renovations. Unfortunately, these efforts
were placed elsewhere.
A main concern that was taken
into consideration in the planning
stages was that of maneuverability
within the S.U.B. As it was, during peak hours students could be
found waiting in line at a station
for up to fifteen minutes.
This was something DCS intended to remedy during construction,
but again failed to do so.
“At certain points in the day there
are long lines, and it doesn’t work
very well maneuvering around everybody,” Lawrence said.
According to Lawrence, in addition to the lines remaining long,
people are actually having to push
through other lines just to get to

the station they want.
On the bright side of this, DCS
has managed to deliver on one of
their intended goals in the form
of the Allergy station. This station, many students agree, serves
the best vegetables and healthiest options. In addition, students
with gluten, dairy and nut allergies
are finally able to find nutritious
meals without having to double
and triple check ingredient lists.
There is no doubt that DCS had

good intentions going into this
massive renovation, and in some
ways the S.U.B. has actually improved. Unfortunately, the negative effects of the construction
far outweigh the positive, leaving
many students thoroughly disappointed.
Though the damage is done, students implore DCS to reevaluate
some of these choices, hoping that
the new diner will gradually come
to fit their needs.
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Renovation: While the new S.U.B. looks modern and sleek, its
problems are causing numerous difficulties for hungry students.
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Want to submit a Hey You?
E-mail
trailheyyou@pugetsound.
edu, submit via Tumblr at
heyyoupugetsound.tumblr.com
or put one in the boxes in
Diversions, The Cellar or
Oppenheimer Cafe.
The Trail will never publish
Hey Yous that explicitly refer
to individuals or groups or are
hateful or libelous in nature. A
full description of the policy can
be found at trail.pugetsound.edu.
HEY YOU! Stop writing all the

HEY YOUs...
HEY YOU! President of Pi Phi,
you’re the absolute best
HEY YOU! Women’s basketball.
You guys are all super gray! Love
you so much. You keep me young.
HEY YOU! Hot guy in my o-chem
class, wanta study sometime?

HEY YOU! Hawaiian MCB senior,
sorry I gave you mono.

HEY YOU! Bloody Mary—let me
give you my celery.

HEY YOU! Cellar! The only thing
better than the pizza are the people that work there :)

HEY YOU! Muscular short Hawaiian chiller. I like your bling
bling in the ear ring.

HEY YOU! Red headed track star,
I see you making gains. Can’t wait
for St. Patty’s Day :)

HEY YOU! Geo kids in the ENVR
Seminar—ROCK ON! Especially
you, sage pants.

HEY YOU! Tall strawberry blonde
OT student keep smiliy. you’re the
best.

HEY YOU! Girl with the blue and
black hair: you can get it any day ;)

HEY YOU! Kayak Club! You’re
the most attractive group of people on campus
HEY YOU! Cute tourist, I have
some sights you might wanna
photograph.
HEY YOU! Corner goddesses, you
are divine and the queens of every
corner of my heart.

HEY YOU! Sweet Potato.

HEY YOU! TAKE BACK THE
NIGHT!

HEY YOU! Cute guy in my history
class, ask me out sometime!

HEY YOU! Duct taped pants, get
a new pair.

HEY YOU! sexy kayaking guys
you are so lucky
HEY YOU! Spider chilling above
Diverson’s door. Let’s be friends.
HEY YOU! Guy in Kayak Club,
you’re sexy and we all know it!
HEY YOU! I better get some
birthday sex
HEY YOU! Legit female tuba
player. I see you (sassy wink)
HEY YOU! field botany lover,
your classes fertilize my heart.
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HEY YOU! Dude with the ginger
beard, you really know philosophy.
HEY YOU! Pizza. U R GR8.
HEY YOU! Future library archivist. you fine.
HEY YOU! We see you watching
the three of us eat!
HEY YOU! Girl whose name
means “beautiful,” you’re a fabulous friend!
HEY YOU! I C U werkin it in DIV.
Let’s werk together sometime.
HEY YOU! I refuse to write a frivolous HEY YOU!
HEY YOU! Facilities, the new
bathrooms have “free” tampons/
pads but they’re never stocked.
Change that!
HEY YOU! EAT ME!
HEY YOU! GO GIANTS! BEST
DYNASTY EVER!

Lubricants assist sexploits Find a healthy

alternative to
mainstream porn

By PAT N. DIAZ
Lube: what is it good for?
Absolutely everything. I mean
it; lube is highly under-utilized.
Personal lubricants are one of
the best and most important
tools to have ready in your sex
drawer arsenal. Not only that,
you can use lube, particularly
silicone lube, for non-sex related
things from taming frizzy hair
to greasing bike chains and door
hinges.
So, why am I about to give
you all of this information about
lube? Because college students
think they don’t need to use it.
“I always see lube in the condom
aisle when I go to the drugstore,”
sophomore Pocahontas said,
“but I don’t pay much attention
to it because I feel like people use
it when they have sexual issues,
like after menopause.”
Yes, it’s true, lubricants are
often used when the body can’t
or doesn’t produce enough of its
own natural lubricants, in cases
such as vaginal dryness or anal
sex. However, lube can be used to
supplement what you’ve already
got going for you. Lube doesn’t
necessarily even have to be used
to help move things around. For
example, adding a touch of lube
inside of a condom can make
it feel like you’re not wearing a
condom at all.
“I’ll admit it,” senior John
Smith said, “I love to use lube
when I masturbate. In fact, I can’t
go back to not using it.”
Lube’s
silky
and
slick
consistency can add an entirely
new sensation to partner-sex
and solo-lovin’. You can use lube
to masturbate with, assist with
a handjob or oral sex and even
during a whole-body rub down
instead of using massage oil.
There are so many kinds of lube
to choose from and sometimes it’s
difficult to know where to begin.
There’s water-based, siliconebased, oil-based, thick, thin,
creamy and flavored. For the
record, water-based and siliconebased lubes can, I repeat, can be
used with condoms. Products
that will degrade latex and cause
condoms to break are oil-based
lubricants, cooking oils, hand
lotion and petroleum jelly.
I am going to be honest; I
am a silicone-based lubricant

By GREGORY GROPAGE
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Pick your poison: Lubricants come in dozens of different
varieties to spice up your sex life alone or with partners.

promoter. Although there are
some downfalls, in my opinion,
the benefits outweigh the costs.
Let’s start with the benefits.
Silicone-based lubes are often
silkier and thinner than their
water-based counterparts. Unlike
water-based lubes, they won’t get

Water-based and siliconebased lubes can, I
repeat, can be used with
condoms. Products that
will degrade latex and
cause condoms to break
are oil-based lubricants,
cooking oils, hand lotion
sticky or smelly. Also, siliconebased lubes last longer because
they don’t get absorbed by your
body, creating an ultra-slick layer
of fun that won’t evaporate. This
means that it won’t get washed
away easily making some sex
acts, such as shower sex, a breeze
(since most times water washes
away natural or water-based

lube).
There are two downsides to
silicone lube. The first being that
you can’t use it with silicone toys
because it will break down the
silicone of the toy. Second, it’s
harder to clean off of surfaces
and can even stain. I don’t mean a
chocolate sauce sort of stain that
comes off with stain remover,
I mean leave-a-handprint-onyour-brand-new-couch kind of
a stain (note: sometimes citrus
juice can come to the rescue to
help clean up). But if you’re really
worried about stains, stick with
water-based lube.
So, before you go out and buy
a “tube o’ lube” please, I beg of
you, check the label for glycerin
and parabens. This is especially
important if you are planning to
buy lube from a drugstore, since
they do not pay attention to the
ingredients like most sex shops
do. These ingredients can cause
irritations and even infections.
Just remember, singer Paul
Simon knew what he was talking
about when he said, “You know
you’re nearer your destination,
the more you’re slip slidin’ away.”
So, keep him in mind and, as
always, have fun!

Produced in 1846, the first pornographic film was an extremely short,
black-and-white clip of a remarkably
solemn middle-aged man gingerly inserting his penis into the vagina of an
equally solemn middle-aged woman.
Fast forward 169 years and you arrive at the present day, where the history of the pornographic tradition has
seared an image of porn as something
grim, sometimes violent, questionably
consensual and frequently both misogynistic and racist into our cultural
memory.
Depending on who you ask, the
phrase “porn star” will likely bring to
mind the image of a stick thin girl with
a tiny waist and unnaturally enormous
breasts, panting and squealing in such
an overdramatic way as to be comical,
were it not for the insults of “whore”
and “slut” being hurled at her by the
man who is penetrating her. From the
first austere clip of a nineteenth century couple partaking in some somber
penetration to the current clips of violent, nonconsensual gangbangs, porn
has not been a pretty picture.
But times have been changing, and
a major figure demanding change is
sex educator, former prostitute, porn
star and author Annie Sprinkle. Commenting on the long history of degrading pornography, Sprinkle wrote
that “the answer to bad porn isn’t
no porn… it’s to try and make better porn!” With this statement alone,
Sprinkle has set herself apart from
generations of feminists who have
come before, who demanded an end
to pornography because of their belief
that it was intrinsically degrading to
women. Sprinkle argues that, despite
its tradition of racism and misogyny—
a tradition depicting women as submissive, traditionally attractive objects
and depicting whiteness as the default
against which fetishes such as “Asian”
or “Black” can be contrasted—porn’s
liberation of erotic fantasy is healthy,
and therefore everyone should have a
form of porn with whose dreams and
desires they can identify.
One of the most assertive and out-

spoken forms of this counter-culture
porn is “Indie Porn,” and there is a
significant difference between “mainstream” porn and this. For one, you
will see fat people. This is a good
thing.
This is, in fact, a wonderful thing,
because now there is porn wherein
people of greater weight can be perceived as attractive and desirable. For
another, the fetish of “interracial”—
porn wherein people of varying ethnicities—is abolished, in order to recognize the fact that it is not unusual
for people of different ethnicities to
have sex together. In its stead, people
of color have much greater prevalence
throughout counter-culture porn,
keeping them from being sexualized
though othering. But a trait of indie
porn that is most progressive for the
porn industry is the presence of transsexuals, because their presence, alongside the presentation of their desires
and pleasures, breaks down the barriers of gender-related pleasure—who
gets pleasure and who gives it.
For the past nine years, the Good
For Her Feminist Porn Awards have
been acting as a driving force for the
cause of feminist and inclusive porn,
praising the erotic representations of
women and minorities through such
awards that fulfill the following:
1) Women and/or traditionally
marginalized people were involved in
the direction, production and/or conception of the work.
2) The work depicts genuine pleasure, agency and desire for all performers, especially women and traditionally marginalized people.
3) The work expands the boundaries of sexual representation on film,
challenges stereotypes and presents a
vision that sets the content apart from
most mainstream pornography. This
may include depicting a diversity of
desires, types of people, bodies, sexual
practices, and/or an anti-racist or antioppression framework throughout the
production.
So let’s take a step farther away from
the banal porn clip from which our
internet porn originated, and bring on
the pornographic liberation!
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Arnaud Peret backflips into the French Department
By SOFIA SCHWARTZ

O

f the many people to
be seen traversing the
Puget Sound campus is
a tall man in a suit, dark
hair curling to one side and a single,
golden hoop adorning his left ear. But
who is he? Many people know Arnaud Perret as their French professor who participates in casual Tuesdays (or whichever day of the week
he wishes to deem casual) and who
maintains a comical hatred for a variety of commonly criticized or beloved
celebrities, from the Kardashians to
the Beatles.
“It’s my right to be able to hate
them,” Perret said.
These are the quirks that make him
stand out to his students; those who
don’t study French know Perret by his
aforementioned, distinctive appearance.
Few know him beyond the classroom or a brief greeting on campus.
Even those who love his class likely
know little of his life beyond Puget
Sound.
Arnaud Perret was born on March
27, 1980 in a small village in the
southeast of France. He lived with his
family above the school where his father worked and Perret himself attended until sixth grade.
From a young age Perret was caught
up in the world of sports. He spent the
hours after class outside playing a variety of games.
“You have more soccer fields than
churches in France,” Perret said.
He participated in this widely loved
sport as well as gymnastics and biking. This love of sports drove him for
most of his young life.
Perret switched schools in sixth
grade in order to pursue competitive

By ROSA BRANDT

H

gymnastics. At his new school he dedicated himself to a routine of training,
eating and sleeping.
“I always loved doing sports and
getting paid for that would have been
amazing, but I never managed to
reach this level,” Perret said, although
he did get very close.
In 1990, Perret’s love of sports carried him to the French National
Championships for competitive gymnastics. He won seventh place and
then in 1991 he placed ninth.
He didn’t stop there. In 2000 Perret
placed 12th in the European Championships for BMX racing and qualified
for the World Championship, but despite his semi-pro status, this lifestyle
wasn’t sustainable.
“I never managed to make a living.
It was mainly just sponsorship, having
equipment and clothes, but not really
generating money,” Perret said. “You
have to be realistic at some point. I really realized I was never going to be a
pro-athlete when I turned 25.”
This change of goals didn’t alter his
love of sports. Following BMX racing,
he spent five years boxing and Perret
still self-identifies as a gym rat, an attribute which coincides with his recent interest in rock climbing, namely
bouldering.
The question is how he decided to
become a teacher. Answer: it was in
his genes.
Perret’s entire family worked in education—his mother, father, sisters and
even his grandfather. He tried to resist
the family tradition for many years,
but eventually, it caught up to him.
Perret briefly experienced the satisfaction of teaching when he successfully tutored a student for his BAC
exam, a very important examination
in France. Later, when he was studying abroad in Texas, he began teach-
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Professor Arnaud Peret: Born in a small village in the South-East of France, he began his life
from soccer to BMX to his current professorship at Puget Sound.
ing a few French classes to earn some
extra money.
“It was the first time that I really
thought ‘Well that would be a career I
could definitely see myself doing,’ because I like it. I liked the students. I
like the interaction,” Perret said.
Many years later, after accruing various degrees in Texas and then Illinois,
where he got his Ph. D., he moved
with his wife to Tacoma, Wash. to
take up his post as a French professor
at our University of Puget Sound.
“The professors don’t follow you
as much,” Perret said, in reference
to professors at French universities.
“They don’t really care at this point—

you pass, you pass, you fail, you fail.”
In comparison, the small classrooms
of Puget Sound seem very personable
and the teachers almost motherly in
their efforts to help those students
who ask.
“The professors really try to facilitate the learning process, but I believe
that if the students are not directly involved with the material it gets really
hard to learn,” said Perret. “The more
active students are in class the better
the experience, the better the dynamic is and the easier it is to retain information.”
While Perret admits that he himself was not the most attentive stu-

dent early on in his education, what
he learned as he progressed was that
each student needs to take charge of
his or her own education.
There’s only so much a professor can
do to promote learning within the
classroom. In the end it’s up to each
student to play with the material and
find some sort of interest within it.
This column serves to challenge
each of you to question the way you
view the people around you, starting
with Arnaud Perret. When you see
him next, I hope you will see more
than casual Tuesdays and the golden hoop in his left ear for he is clearly
more than that.

Food Sovereignty on Campus:
Suggestions and Upcoming Projects

ow do students choose
what food they eat?
Do they think about
the origin of that food:
where it was grown, the farmer who
grew it, and the politics behind the
food?
Food Justice may not be a topic
on the mind of the average college
student, but it is one that should be
considered, as it affects every individual. And, for those particularly
interested in exploring and contributing to food justice, there are
opportunities right here on campus
to participate.
Emelie Peine, Assistant Professor
of IPE, lead an engaging presentation and discussion on the topic ‘Food Sovereignty in the South
Sound’ on Wednesday Nov. 5 at 7
p.m.
“We are not only asking how we
can alleviate hunger, but also asking why there is hunger,” senior
Renee Meschi said. Meschi is the
Food Justice Programs Coordinator on campus, a new role this year,
and the one who organized the presentation.
Peine clarified the difference between food justice and food sovereignty for the audience, saying
that security has to do with knowing where your next meal will come
from (the right to food) and sovereignty deals with the right to have
access to land, and the needs of
small farmers and peasants to be
heard and acted upon.
In other words, it is about political sovereignty in addition to eating locally and other common concerns.
Therefore, food sovereignty can
be defined as “the right of peoples

to healthy and culturally appropriate food, produced through ecologically sound and sustainable methods, and their right to define their
own food and agriculture systems,”
according to the poster that advertised the event.
Peine opened the discussion with
the question of what food sovereignty might look like at Puget
Sound. Both students and faculty
were eager to share opinions and
ideas, bringing passionate energy
to the room.
Ideas ranged from adding a larger, more visible on-campus garden
to labeling food in the S.U.B. for
those who want to know what is
grown locally.
One person jokingly suggested
that we tear out all of the decorative
grass on campus and plant food instead. Is it really such a bad idea?
There was a powerful moment
when it was realized that the students have the power to bring
about change if they so desire. It is
in their hands.
“As a campus, we are a microcosm
of the world, and the decisions we
make here reverberate outward in
big ways,” Meschi said. “As a university, thought is our main product, and as an institution of higher learning, I would love to see my
fellow students harness our skills of
inquiry to view ourselves as a part
of the local foodshed, and turn a
critical eye toward ourselves both
as eaters, and as members of the
surrounding Tacoma community.”
There are two main options for
students interested in volunteering: Food Salvage and Backpacks
of Hope.
“Food Salvage is in partnership

Got library
fines?

Look out for Food for
Fines fundraiser (Nov.
17 - Dec. 14), where by
donating a can of food
$1.00 of library fines
will be waved.
with both Guadalupe House (a
transitional house for homeless
people) and New Phoebe House
Association (where mothers recovering from drug abuse are reunited
with their children),” Tacey Smith
said. “Volunteers package leftovers
from the S.U.B. and deliver them to
these organizations where the food
is used to feed people who are unable to provide for themselves.”
As Food Justice Programs Assistant, Smith manages both of these
programs. She explained that Backpacks of Hope is in partnership
with one of the largest food banks
in Pierce County, St. Leo’s Food
Connection.
“Volunteers package bags of food
which are delivered to more than
450 local schoolchildren who are at
risk for hunger,” Smith said.
Talks such as the one given by Peine open up the topics included in
food justice to university students
and give them an opportunity to
learn and to bring about change.
“What I love about food justice is
how intersectional it is with other
forms of justice,” Meschi said. “It is
not only helping alleviate hunger
in our community, but by noticing
which groups are disproportionately affected, this leads us to find

themes of race, class, gender, socioeconomic status and even ecological sustainability.”
All students are urged to ask
themselves whether they want to
see a change in food justice both
in the community and on our own
campus. If the answer is yes, then

fight on, because we (students)
have the power. It is our school, our
home and we deserve to have a say
in what we eat and where it comes
from.
For more information about Food
Salvage or Backpacks, contact either Renee Meschi or Tacey Smith.

URES
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Meditation:
The solution to all
of your problems?

E

By ROSA BRANDT

PHOTO OF THE WEEK
by Matt Sklar
Find more at: mattsklarmedia.com
The Photo of the Week feature highlights outstanding photographs
by our colleagues at ASUPS Photo Services.

Innovation 101: Not at all like
Wolf of Wall Street
By ANA SOMARRIBA

W

hen we think
about investing,
we imagine the
New York Stock
Exchange, a whirlwind of people shouting about points, a scene
out of the movie Trading Places
with Eddie Murphy. Most students
think of investing as something
that they will do much later in
their lives. Perhaps some students
don’t think about investing at all.
However, investing is a great way
to save up for the future.
First and foremost what is investing?
Investing is essentially using
money or capital you have and giving it to an organization or project
with the expectation of future income or profit.
“I think the stock market is a way
for common people to lend money to businesses they support. And
in return the company returns the
investment with more money,” senior Melissa Pellman said.
With some help from Chris
Smith, former VP at Hewlett
Packard, author, and Puget Sound
alum, investing will be much simpler.
Imagine a bathtub. The water
coming out of the faucet is our income and the water going down the
drain is our expenses. Our bathtub
also has an imaginary dotted line
labeled “that’s enough,” which essentially means that we have made
enough money and have financial
freedom. The way to fill up your
bathtub is by managing your income and expenses—do not spend
what you do not have.
The best part is that we have

complete authority and control as
to how much money is going out
and how much we choose to save
and invest. At the bare minimum,
we should put 10 percent of our
income into savings.
Investing is a way to reach that
dotted line faster.
“Investing is a smart way to put
money aside that you’re not going to spend. It’s like a savings account but you’ll get more money
than you would from a bank,” Pellman said.
What type of investing should
students participate in?
There are three types of investing: short-term, medium-term
and long-term investing. The one
college students should care about
is long-term investing. Long-term
investing is investing in a company for decades and the goal is to
have financial freedom. It’s money that you invest and you “forget
about it.” When done in a certain
way, long term investing creates
no risk. You need diversification
and time. Investing in a variety
of companies in a variety of industries minimizes your risk because each company and industry
will react differently to events and
have different results. Over time,
your risk of loss shrinks and the
longer you hold onto your shares,
the higher your return will be because you will be getting what you
invested plus some.
You have to pay taxes on income,
but because the government wants
to encourage people to save and
invest, they created tax advantages. These tax advantages come in
the form of 401-Ks through employers or IRAs if one is self-employed (there are others depending on the field of work.) The catch

is that you cannot touch the money until you reach the age of 59.5.
Yes, 59.5 years old. Smith recommends that before putting any of
the earnings from the investments
in a 401-K that you save them as
an emergency fund.
Smith also recommends a Roth
IRA, which is perfect for students
interested in long-term investing
because it creates wealth without
paying taxes. By using a Roth IRA
calculator, you can find out how
much money you will have by the
time you retire.
For example if you put in $5000
at the age of 21 and add no more
money, by the time you are 65 you
will have $98, 142. However, if you
put $5,000 and contribute $5,000
annually for a total contribution of
$220,000, by the time you are 65
you will have $1,521,889.
An interesting app that has recently come out is called “Acorns.”
The app allows you to invest your
spare change in Index Fund Stocks.
It customizes a portfolio for you
based on your age, time horizon
(the length of time between the
time of purchase and sale), income
goals, and risk tolerance.
“Acorns” allows individuals who
maybe are not ready to invest in
a Roth IRA get a taste of what investing is like.
As college students, it can be hard
to think about our future finances,
but it is important that we begin to
at least learn about what investing
is. Additionally, we should familiarize ourselves with the accounting world and how it works. With
this information, we can make informed decisions about our finances that can have great positive
effects for the future.

dward Jones believes that
every single person in the
world should meditate.
His reason to believe this
is simple; it has helped him change
his entire perspective.
Life as a college student can be
extremely stressful. Many students
have heard of the practice of meditation, but few have actually participated in it.
I spoke with Ven. Jo Jo, a monk
who teaches a meditation class on
campus every Tuesday evening
about his advice for college students.
He answered with one word:
meditation.
“Stop and breathe and relax,” Jo
Jo said, “Unfortunately it’s not a
quick fix. Meditation is a skill . . .
like perfecting violin or baseball.”
He said that meditation would
help very much with what students do. They just need to take
the time to learn and to practice.
One evening per week he leads
an hour of meditation, open to
any students, faculty or community members.
Afterwards, he leads a talk or
discussion, sometimes even a
Buddhism-related craft project.
“Usually my talks are geared
more towards how to apply the
practice to everyday life,” Jo Jo
said. “I realize that most students
here are undergraduates; they’re
in that exploring stage. I try to
structure it so that it caters to that
exploration, so that it makes them
feel welcome and wanting to explore. It’s very informal. I want a
nice, relaxed, casual atmosphere.”
A typical Tuesday evening session with Jo Jo consists of 25 minutes of sitting meditation followed
by 10 minutes of walking meditation, and then another 25 minutes
of sitting.
“In sitting meditation you don’t
have the distraction of the body,”
Jo Jo said.
“You can just go deep into your
mind and start uncovering all the
different defilements: anger, hatred, greed.”
He explained that, in meditation,
you’re discovering these defilements and then you’re gradually
weeding them out.
On the other hand, walking meditation is a break for your body.
“You immerse yourself in the experience and sensation of walking,” he said.
“It creates an easier bridge between formal meditation practice
and your everyday life.”
Jones, a senior, is one of Jo Jo’s
regular attendees and has been interested in meditation since high
school.
“I think it’s a very cumulative
thing,” Jones said, speaking of the
benefits of meditation.
“It’s difficult to say one particular area where it has helped me
because it’s affected my entire perspective. Perhaps the way I live my
life.”
He also touched on meditation’s
specific benefits to schoolwork.
“I find that in terms of school,
I don’t become emotionally attached and I enjoy my classes and
the relationships I have,” Jones
said.
“There’s not as much emotional
impact. I don’t get stressed out.”
Isn’t less stress every college student’s goal?

ONLINE:
See schedules of Ven.
Jo Jo’s meditation
classes in Gail Day
Chapel. Some of the
schedules are also
posted around
campus.
Perhaps just one hour of meditation a week will help students
achieve this.
Jones teaches a meditation class
of his own, Tuesday at 7 p.m. in
Gail Day Chapel.
Jones emphasized what a unique
privilege it is for Jo Jo (a Bhikkhu)
to teach on the Puget Sound campus.
For those who may not be familiar with the term Bhikkhu, it applies to an ordained male Buddhist monk.
Jo Jo first became interested in
Buddhism when he was only 13. It
was much later in his life, however,
that he was ordained.
“Sometimes when you get to a
certain point in your mental cultivation, the everyday interests of
life just kind of lose their flavor,”
Jo Jo said.
“The only thing you become interested in is helping other people
along the mental cultivation path.
That’s the point I got to, and that’s
why I decided to become a Bhikkhu.”
Jo Jo was ordained through Korea, but would travel to Japan occasionally and spend time there.
He returned to his hometown (Tacoma) to teach meditation.
He personally meditates at least
twice daily, once in the early
morning and once in the evening.
“If you’re not studying, you’re
practicing, and if you’re not practicing, then you’re teaching,” Jo Jo
said of the Bhikkhu lifestyle, “If
you’re not doing any of those three
things then you’re sitting down
and meditating.”
Perhaps all students should consider meditation if it can truly
have such a positive effect.
And if you don’t have any previous experience, that’s fine, you
have to start somewhere.

ALL
ADDICTIONS
ANONYMOUS
WHEN:
EVERY FRIDAY
12-1 P.M.
WHERE:
KILWORTH
MEMORIAL CHAPEL
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Swim teams start new season strong
By ZAL ROBLES
The University of Puget Sound
men and women’s swim team
opened up Northwest Conference
competition on Nov. 7 with a win
against Pacific.
The men and women’s team won
against Lewis and Clark on Nov. 8.
The men’s squad won with a
score of 104-83. The women’s
squad won 105-82.
Both the Men and Women’s
squad opened up the meet with a
victory in the 400 medley relay.
The Men’s team consisted of first
year Grant Garcia (Redlands, Calif.), sophomore Jarik Bainco (Oak
Harbor, Wash.), sophomore Brian
Parker (Salem, Ore.) and first year
Cody Dodge (Tacoma, Wash.).
They finished with a time of
3:53.9.
The Women’s team consisted of
junior Samantha Andres (Olym-

“I really enjoy the pursuit
of self -improvement.
Although the sport is all
about bettering yourself,
we all push each other to
imporve. Creating those
competitive yet supportive
relationships with those
teammates is a very
rewarding aspect.”
—Zander Biro

pia, Wash.), sophomore Anne
Shirey (Edmond, Wash.), junior
Auri Clark (Juneau, Alaska) and
senior Lauren Kochanowski (Salem, Ore.). They finished with a
time of 4:43.93.
Senior female swimmer Melissa
Norrish (Denver, Colo.) won the
200-yard individual medley with a
time of 2:31.13.
Norrish also took first in the 200
freestyle with a time of 2:17.41.
Norrish was the 2013-2014 Northwest Conference Female Swimmer
of the Year.

First year Nick Mitchell (Tucson, Ariz.) won the 800 freestyle
with a time of 8:46.40 and won
the 400 freestyle with a time of
4:15.91. This was Mitchell’s debut
in the Northwest Conference.
The men’s team beat Lewis and
Clark 109-82.
The women’s team won 125-77.
First year Melisa Kegans (Honolulu, Hawaii) won the 200 IM with
a time of 2:35.82 and the 200 butterfly with a time of 2:38.38.
Kegans is one of the many firstyear swimmers with an impressive
first weekend.
Mitchell took first in the 200
freestyle for the Logger men squad
with a time of 2:01.1. The men
swept the 50 freestyle.
The meet ended with the men
and women’s team taking first in
the 400 freestyle relay.
The women’s side consisted of
Kegans, first year Alex Koga (Meridian, Idaho), Kochanowski and
Norrish.
They finished with a time of
4:19.01
The men’s side consisted of senior Clayton Jacobson (Newport,
Ore.), sophomore Evan Hamamoto (Lihue, Hawaii), junior Matt
Gold (Chicago, Ill.) and sophomore David Olson (Casa Grande,
Ariz.).
They finished with a time of
3:48.92.
Last year Puget Sound men and
women finished in the top four in
nine out of 10 relay events.
Head coach Chris Myhre emphasizes the success of the relay
teams.
He believes it’s a total team effort that forces everyone participating to perform to their best
abilities.
The Loggers official opened up
the fall swim season at Simon Fraser on Oct. 4.
Simon Fraser is a NCAA division II. Coach Myhre emphasized
that this meet was to get the team
back into the mind set to compete.
Myhre stated that the team was
not in shape yet and that this was
all part of the process.
On Monday, Wednesday and
Friday both swim teams lift and
swim in the morning and swim

PHOTOCOURTESY/ MAKAYLAA CLANCY

Break the tension: An empty pool waits for victorious Loggers to make the leap.
again in the afternoon.
Tuesday and Thursday the
swimmers spend two to two and a
half hours in the pool.
If there is not a swim meet on
Saturday, then they also practice
on that day.
“Getting back into swim shape
is one of the hardest things I’ve
ever had to do. We have a two
week period where all we’re doing
is swimming three times a week,
and then we jump right into our
regular mornings and afternoons
schedule,” junior Brianna Greenwood (Edmonton, Alb., Canada)
said.
Coach Myhre is making sure
that the swimmers are swimming
enough miles so that they may
peak during the conference swim
meet.
He is emphasizing fewer miles
and more weight-training-specific
exercises for the sprinters.
The swim season is a journey
for the athletes and the goal for the
head coach is to get individuals to
swim to their full potential.

PHOTO COURTESY/PRESLEY REED

Like a fish: Logger swimmer using perfect freestyle form.
“I really enjoy the pursuit of
perpetual self-improvement. Although the sport is all about bettering yourself, we all push each
other to improve. Creating those
competitive yet supportive relationships with those teammates
is a very rewarding aspect,” ju-

nior Zander Biro (Lafayette, Calif.) said.
The Loggers compete at Willamette on Nov. 14 and at Linfield
on Nov. 15.

Logger cross country team continues season
By LUKIE CROWLEY
The men’s and women’s Cross
Country teams are enjoying strong
seasons despite dealing with some
key injuries.
Their success was on display in
the NWC Championships on Nov. 1
when the men’s team placed second
and the women’s placed third. Now
the teams prepare for Regionals in
Independence, Ore. at Oak Knoll
Golf Course on Nov. 15.
Both the men’s and women’s team

look forward to this, as it is another
step towards a national championship.
At Regionals last year the men’s
team placed seventh and the women’s fifth.
Both are looking to improve on
their respective places.
This season the men’s team was
hoping to capture the NWC Championship and pushed for it until the
end.
“Our goal was to challenge for the
NWC title at the beginning of the

PHOTOCOURTESY/ LOGGER ATHLETICS

Run Loggers run: Logger heads the pack at their last race.

season. Despite a few key injuries
the guys stepped up and maintained
their second place finish from a year
ago,” coach Mike Orechia said.
For the women’s team they were
hoping to place in the top three and
did so in placing third, improving
from fifth a year ago, quite the accomplishment.
For the men’s team, chemistry has
made a big impact on their success
and ability to push through the season, as told by senior Josh Seekatz
(Philomath, Ore.).
“I think [getting involved in social lives outside of Cross Country]
is especially critical for any sport
with a strong emphasis on team performance because it allows for us
to maintain a light-hearted atmosphere while holding each other accountable on a daily basis,” Seekatz
said. Chemistry as a whole can make
an impact, but the mental focus the
team has is just as important.
If there is some sort of lapse, it
could change the whole race. Orechia
prepares the team mentally as well as
physically.
“Coach O does an outstanding
job of putting us in the physical condition we need to be in for success.
But once the gun goes off, how the
race unfolds completely depends on
your mentality. Coach has been tell-

ing us since the spring that our emphasis needs to be running focused
and with a purpose this season, because at the end of the day those two
things determine our level of success,” Seekatz said.
Senior Molly Bradbury (Boise,
Idaho) had additional thoughts on

“ Coach O does an
outstanding job of putting
us in the physical condition
we need to be in for success.
But once the gun goes
off, how the race unfolds
completely depends on your
mentality. ”
—Josh Seekatz

Coach Orechia.
“[Coach Orechia] is very encouraging and tells us to practice with focus and purpose. We do pool workouts in the morning twice a week and
a specialized weight routine all on top

of normal practice. It is a huge time
commitment but a rewarding one if
you are doing all the little things help
you succeed,” Bradbury said.
The mental focus, as well as the
physical training can take them to
the next level, has brought the teams
to Regionals.
“All of our workouts are designed
to require a large degree of mental
focus at the end [by implementing
shorter rest between intervals or actually having us race one another] as
a means to prepare us for the harder
parts of races. With the shorter faster workouts our weekly mileage is
dropping as well which will help with
the freshness of our legs. Finally, racing on truly fresh legs will also show
a significant increase in our individual performances,” Seekatz said.
The workouts play a huge part in
their ability to compete, and it also
helps both teams improve.
“Throughout my time here at
UPS, our team has been growing and
becoming more and more successful,” Bradbury said.
The women’s and men’s team has
seen amazing improvement throughout the past couple years and look to
continue it even after Bradbury’s and
Seekatz’s career.
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Katie Vold shoots high for women’s basketball
By ZAL ROBLES
With the 2014-2015 Logger women’s basketball season now making
headway, first year Katie Vold (Spokane, Wash.) is ready to take on the
challenges of playing collegiate ball.
Vold first officially began playing
basketball at the age of five, although
she has been shooting around on
driveway courts before she can remember. Her older brother Taylor
got her interested in the sport in the
first place.
“I remember sitting in gyms all
the time, watching his games and
thinking about how much I wanted to be like him,” Vold said. “Since
then, he is the one who has shaped
me into the athlete I am today. He
knows my game better than anyone
and would work/critique me whenever he could, even if I didn’t want
his advice.”
Her sophomore year, Taylor became an assistant coach for the men’s
basketball team at Vold’s high school.
“He was at every game and practice,” Vold said. “Honestly, he’s the
reason I am here today.”
Vold played for Freeman High
School in Spokane, Wash.
She describes her high school bas-

ketball career as having its fair share
of ups and downs.
“My freshman year, we won state
which was hands down the best feeling of my life,” Vold said. “I remember cutting down the net and then
looking over to my parents and just
crying. I’m generally not the most
emotional person, but I was so overwhelmed with emotional right then.”
In addition to state champions, her
team also held championship titles in
the league, district champs, as well as
regionals.
Vold, herself, made the second
team all-state.
Then her sophomore year, her
team was the state runner-up.
“Being runner-up was arguably one of the worst feelings in the
world,” Vold said. “Knowing you
were so close to one of the best moments of your basketball career or
life is hard, especially knowing you
were fully capable of it.”
During her junior year, Vold had
surgery on her right hand to repair
a torn ligament, but, despite this, she
still made the second team all-league
team.
Vold went out strong her senior
year, making the first team all-conference and being awarded league

MVP.
“I never really considered not continuing my basketball career after
high school. It just ultimately came
down to where I would be the happiest,” Vold said. “I would know if
I would fit in and if they wanted
me there. Puget Sound was the first
school that never made me secondguess.”
Vold first toured campus the summer going into her senior year.
“One of my friends was really interested in coming here, so we visited
and I Immediately fell in love with it,”
Vold said. “It turned out my club basketball coach knew our head coach
really well and began talking to her
about recruiting me.”
In January of 2014, Vold came
for a visit and met with the women’s
head basketball coach Loree Payne
and the rest of girls on the team.
While at Puget Sound, Vold plans
on majoring in communications and
minoring in business with an emphasis in marketing.
Before the season started in October, the team attended workouts and
open gyms every day to prepare, and
over this past summer, each player had individual workouts to do at
home.

Vold says college basketball is
more physically demanding than in
high school.
“They ask a lot more of you regarding your body, lifting, conditioning, and practice in general, but that’s
definitely expected,” Vold said.
Although the transition wasn’t
easy, Vold explains that it was bearable because of her teammates.
“[My teammates] were always
willing to help keep us freshman in
the loop when something needed to
be explained,” Vold said. “I have never been around a bunch of girls who
are continuously laughing, dancing and making jokes. Everyone gets
along. Even off the court and out of
the gym, there’s about a 99 percent
chance that at least a few of us are
still together.”
Because no one is playing on a
scholarship, Vold claims that Division III is a unique aspect of college
basketball.
“Everyone is here strictly for the
love of the game,” Vold said. “Anyone who plays college sports is here
because they want to be. That alone
changed the motivation and goals of
the team.”
The Logger women’s basketball
team officially began practice on Oct.

PHOTOCOURTESY/ LOGGERATHLETICS

First year highlight: Katie
Vold started her first year on
the Logger women’s basketball
team playing gaurd this fall.
15, and they took on the Seattle Pacific University Falcons on Nov. 7 for
their first preseason game.
The Logger women’s basketball
team will play next at the Johns Hopkins Tip-Off Tournament in Baltimore, Md. Nov. 15-16.

Ultimate frisbee team builds for new season
By THOMAS OVERTON
The Logger men’s ultimate frisbee
team begins their journey as a team
at the Sundodger Invitational that
starts at noon on Saturday, Nov. 15.
The invitational is hosted by the
University of Washington and teams
from around the northwest.
“Generally, the team is looking
really good. We have some great
younger guys coming into this season with a lot of energy and prior
experience. We also have about 13
returners who are the foundation
for the team and have been committed to the program from day one,”
captain of the Postmen Alan Henzy
said (Middletown, Conn.).
According to Henzy there are
eight seniors, four juniors and one
sophomore returning from last season. The returning seniors are CB
Wolf (Napa, Calif.), Brendan Femal
(Eugene, Ore.), Jack Derham (San
Anselmo, Calif.),
Sean Stackhouse (Salt Lake City,
Utah), Jason Vallerga (Oakland, Calif.), Travis Shetter (Boulder, Colo.)
and Taylor Smith (Ashland, Ore.).
The juniors are captain Riley Carpenter (Boulder, Colo.), Lucas Henken (Boise, Idaho), Taylor Empey
(Boise, Idaho) and Connor Sleeper
(Highland Park, Ill.).
The lone sophomore returning to
the team is Rob Korbel (Greenwich
Village, Colo.).
“We are going into it confident
that we will play well and excited

Men’s
Basketball Schedule
Through January
Date
PHOTOS COURTESY/POSTMEN

Toss that disk: CB Wolf shows that you can throw a frisbee from
any angle as he makes a difficult pass to his fellow Postmen.
ly quality competition. Fall is mostly for development, but we will
be competing to win every game,”
Henzy said when asked about the
invitational.
The Postmen will be competing
against familiar competition to the
Logger community as both Pacific
Lutheran University and Whitman
College.
Other schools of note competing next weekend are University of
Oregon, Oregon State and the hosts
University of Washington.
As much as the focus for the Postmen is on the invitational this weekend, Henzy expressed interest in the
spring season.
“I’m really excited for next se-

mester, because that’s when we are
‘in season,’ and we get to play some
competitive ultimate. Our first tournament in the spring will be in early
February when we will head down
to D3 warm up in LA to defend our
back-to-back titles at that tournament,” Henzy said. “More important than the skill and energy is that
we are having a great time. The girls’
and the guys’ teams have come together more than ever this semester,
creating an awesome community.”
Before my interview with him,
I watched the Postmen practicing
with the women’s ultimate team and
it was awesome to see such comradery among Logger sports teams out
in the open for everyone to see.
The Postmen look to the Sundodger Invitational to prepare them
for another successful spring season, something that’s become a regularity for the team in the past few
years.
According to ultiworld.com, the
Postmen were undefeated at regionals, 14 wins in as many games,
en route to two consecutive second place finishes at D3 nationals in
2012 and 2013.

Check back with The Trail
next week—the Nov. 21 issue—to read a full tournament report of the Sundodger
Invitational.
PHOTOS COURTESY/POSTMEN

to test ourselves against some realHuddle Up: The ultimate team huddles up before their big game.

Opponent/Location

Time

Nov. 19
			

vs. Warner Pacific

6 p.m.

Nov. 21

vs. Mt. St. Mary
(Doug McArthur
Classic)

8 p.m.

Nov. 22

vs. Oglethorpe
(Doug McArthur
Classic)

8 p.m.

Nov. 28

vs. Luther
(Honolulu, HI)

TBA

Nov. 29

vs. Cal Lutheran
(Honolulu, HI)

4 p.m.

Dec. 5

vs. UC Santa Cruz

7 p.m.

Dec. 9

@ Portland Bible

6 p.m.

Dec. 19

vs. Northwest Indian

6 p.m.

Jan. 3

vs. George Fox

6 p.m.

Jan. 9

vs. Willamette

8 p.m.

Jan. 10

vs. Pacific (Ore.)

6 p.m.

Jan. 16

vs. Lewis Clark

8 p.m.
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Waffle-selling student savior mourned by dorm
By HUTCH THE GREAT
For the past few weeks, our
school has been on the brink of utter annihilation. We have been in a
dark time, without hope to guide
us on. We almost had a movement that had emerged from the
shadows to lead us to the light (it
was basically the work of a modern day Jesus TBH #blessed). We
had finally discovered the movement that could save us, and it was
called WannaWaffle UPS. It would
have been a waffle delivery service
operated out of a student’s dorm.
I know, great idea! But because
of the fascist residence policies
that prohibit students from selling
things out of their dorms, we may
never get to see this idea come to
fruition. It is all in the past now.
A dead hope that will never be realized. They shut it down before
anyone could even know how truly great it was.
A brilliant entrepreneur had the
courage to make something that
everyone was in desperate need
of. They led this movement with
strength and justice. They represented all that it means to be a true
American patriot. They had created a waffle revolution that may just
have been what we needed here on
campus. They would have literally

PHOTO COURTESY/SARAH ROGOWSKEY

Dorm life: Students enjoyed life in their dorms when WannaWaffle UPS was in business. Now
that the waffle supplier has been pushed off his throne by the powers that be, these once happy
students are on the verge of a full-on revolt against Residence Life and the inferior pancake.
brought you a waffle. I don’t think
there will ever be a more charitable
and caring gesture done by anyone on this campus (literally ever
in the history of the school for all
time). Especially now.
There has not been a more
painful thing I’ve had to do than
change my entire article to re-

fer to this movement in the past
tense. This could have solved all
the problems that we have. It was
the solution we needed, but apparently not the one we are going to
get. No waffles from WannaWaffle
means we all suffer.
How good were his waffles?
They were f***ing great. But now

we will never get to put one of
these delicious masterpieces in
our mouths. We are now waffleless and hopeless. People were already calling this angel from above
“the hero we need, but not the one
we deserve.” It’s very clear that we
don’t deserve this great leader, for
we didn’t cherish their Godly pres-

ence. They had shown the strength
to stand up to a world of depression, poverty and injustice. They
fought back against the darkness.
Let me tell you, even after all the
things that have taken place in the
past few days I still believe in waffles. No matter how much the man
tries to keep me down, I will fight
for this movement.
I will stand with waffles until the very end, no matter what.
For it is waffles that are the best
part of living and what make me
get up in the morning. If I didn’t
have any waffles to get me through
the day….well, I don’t even want to
think about it. A world without my
waffles is a world I don’t want to
picture. Now I am being kept from
my love. And I’m expected to go to
the S.U.B. with their sub-par waffles in the hopes of finding something to replace the emptiness in
my soul? It just isn’t the same.
Now, some of you may say that
you really don’t like waffles. That
this isn’t the most important thing
in the world. That I should let it
go. To these people I say one thing:
f*** you. There is not enough good
in the world, and we needed this
amazing change. Before we were
introduced to waffles, we only had
the far worse breakfast food: pancakes.

DJ ousted for hit jam Having car makes student way
By CURIOUS ME

This past Tuesday, college radio
station first-year DJ, DJ J.D., boldly played a Billboard Top 1000 song
during his radio show. Much to his
surprise, the DJ community swiftly
cancelled his show and excused him
from the station.
“It was an abomination,” sophomore DJ Barely Barley said. “That
song is trash, utter trash. Doesn’t he
read any music blogs?”
In a statement from DJ J.D., he
reported never having been on
SoundCloud and did not have even
one music blog bookmarked on his
computer.
“I really like that song, actually,”
the DJ said. “It’s my jam.”
Despite the subjectivity of music
taste, other DJs at the station immediately dismissed his feelings and
opinions and labeled the song “horrendous,” “horrible” and “factually
bad.”
Genre Director DJ Wolensmith
explained to Flail reporters that the
song was bad for more than just the

...other DJs at the
station immediately
dismissed his feelings
and opinions and
labeled the song
“horrendous,”
“horrible” and
“ factually bad.”
aforementioned reasons.
“It has terrible, boring structure,” Wolensmith said. “It’s the exact same as the other 999 top Billboard songs. It’s so pop-y. Did you
know it was produced by the same
guy that did that other awful song?
It was also released on that Big Label Records, and just by the nature
of their company the song makes
my ears bleed.”
Indeed, Wolensmith bled through
his ears during the entire interview

process—he promised it was actually due to the terrible song and not
ebola, which is well known to be the
biggest threat to humanity—especially in America.
“I bet [DJ J.D.] has never even
heard of vinyl,” DJ Hip AF said. “If
he did, he’d know that every person, whether musically inclined or
not, can hear the difference between
a high quality vinyl record and an
mp3 file played through a hundreddollar pair of speakers.”
The Super High Council of DJs
met Wednesday night in order to
address the consequences of DJ J.D.’s
horrific actions. After a 52-hour
council discussion in the same format as the filibusters of great American politicians, the council ultimately decided that, in addition to the
naïve DJ’s dismissal from the station, he was to be publicly shamed
and branded with the Billboard
logo—in addition to further music
education.
“The punishment shall fit the
crime, I do declare,” Wolensmith
said. “He shall take full responsibility of his actions and, further, shall be
educated about true music.”
On Thursday, DJ J.D. faced his
punishment with all the bravery and
courage of a little toaster.
“It actually wasn’t so bad,” the DJ
said. “They sat me in this dark little basement room where other DJs
laughed at me and pointed fingers.
Then for the branding they actually
had one of the DJs draw on my face
with a Sharpie, but I think I recognized them from my Art 102 class so
it was sort of chill. They did also play
a bunch of loud, ambient electronic
music for about 45 minutes, which
I wasn’t a big fan of but they liked
it. They probably could branch out a
bit more, I don’t know.”
In the end, DJ J.D., or rather, just
J.D. now, refused to drink the blood
out of the skull and decided to relocate his talents to the nationally
recognized music conservatory on
campus.
He is currently Cellist J.D., and
will perform for the University President at his annual “For Those Who
Can Afford It” banquet.

more attractive; peers swoon

By AUDREY KAUFMAN
First-year student Richie Basehart is Puget Sound’s newest Big
Man on Campus (BMOC).
“I have all the friends I could
ever want,” Basehart said. He added, mock-blushing, “and all the
ladies too.”
“I’ve never been this popular,”
he continued.
Basehart described himself as
friendly, charming, attractive and
funny.
“I already won the genetic lottery physically, but it’s my personality that really attracts people,” he said.
“I always tell people, ‘If you had
my personality and your looks,
it’d be a slam dunk!’ And that’s a
compliment!”
Basehart owns a dependable,
midsize sedan with under 100,000
miles on the odometer.
“He’s the only one on our floor
who has a car,” Anthony Quinn,
a fellow first year and Basehart’s
best friend, said.
At the beginning of the Fall 2014
semester, Quinn and Basehart
were not very good friends, partially due to a Cards Against Humanity incident that neither party
cared to elaborate on.
But now, Basehart feels that
Quinn is almost too dedicated to
their best-friendship.
“[Quinn]’s always like ‘Rich, let’s
go to see Nightcrawler!’ and ‘Rich,
can you drive me to the airport?’
I’m like ‘Uh, thirsty much?’” Basehart said.
The “ladies,” as Basehart would
call them, also seem to be interested in spending more time with
him.
“This one girl Julia asked me to
drive her to the Tacoma Mall one
day and I was like ‘Oh, I know
what this is about,’” Basehart said,
winking.
First year Julia Masina said, “Oh
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Sweet Ride: Having a car is known to make a student living on
campus exponentially more attractive than his or her peers.
yeah. I remember that. I needed
some new pants from Forever 21.
I hate that the closest Urban Outfitters is in Seattle.”
When asked what she found particularly charming and irresistible
about Basehart, Masina responded, “Do you think he would drive
to Seattle? Or is that too far?”
“It’s gotten to the point where
my weekends are too full,” Basehart said.
“I’m driving Julia to Seattle on
Friday, then going with Tony to
see Nightcrawler again on Friday
night and some friends invited me
on a trip to Portland Saturday! I’m
a nice guy and I just don’t know
how to say no! They were like,
‘Richie, we can’t go to Portland
without you.’”
“Yeah, we invited Richie to Portland,” first year Anna Unger said.
“None of us have cars. We can’t go
to Portland without him.”
Basehart thinks that the key to

his social success may be his great
taste in music and a plethora of
funny anecdotes to keep potential
friends laughing and entertained.
“This one time...Oh god,” he
said, laughing mid-sentence.
“This one time, I was with my
friend from high school, Jeff, and
we went to the beach and he was
like ‘Rich, I’m drowning!’ and I
was like ‘I don’t know what you
want me to do about that, bud!’
and then a lifeguard came and he
didn’t drown.”
The above anecdote is just one of
the many examples of Basehart’s
infectious sense of humor.
“I got loads more,” he said. “Do
you want more? I have this one
about my senior prom-ohmygod,
you have to hear th—”
When asked if he has any other
theories as to why he is so popular in college, Basehart shrugged.
“I don’t know, man,” he said,
smiling. “I can’t explain it.”
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Hit telenovela “Jane the Virgin” adapted for CW

“Jane the Virgin,” CW ’s newest dramedy, is an adaptation of a Venezuelan telenovela. Jane the Virgin tells the story of Jane Villanueva, a hardworking, 23-year-old Latina woman who also happens to be a virgin, primarily out of fear instilled upon her by her grandmother at a young age.
By DANA DONNELY

T

hings are going well for
Jane. She’s planning to
be a teacher and she’s
dating a very nice detective named Michael. Chaos ensues
when Jane is accidentally artificially inseminated during a routine
gynecological check up. The gynecologist, preoccupied with her own
love dramas, implants Jane with the
sperm of a hotel mogul; the hotel
mogul who owns the hotel that she
works at, the same hotel mogul who
she, years ago, shared a brief but romantic kiss with, and the same hotel mogul that saved his sperm before undergoing chemotherapy to
treat his presumed deadly cancer.
Meanwhile, Jane’s father, of whom
Jane does not know the identity,
is revealed to be a telenovela star;
a telenovela that Jane watches religiously. It’s also revealed that Jane’s
boyfriend may not be as perfect as
she thinks.
“Jane the Virgin,” while melodramatic and telenovela-esque in
its plot, manages to come across as
relatively believable, as characters
respond to ridiculous events in actively not-ridiculous ways.
The events of episode four of “Jane
the Virgin” happen as follows.
Jane’s in the midst of planning for
her wedding to Michael (who after
all the drama proceeding Jane’s decision to keep the baby for Rafael
(the hotel mogul), has decided he

still wants to be with her so long
as she gives the baby to Rafael and
his wife). As the date of the wedding gets closer, Jane begins having
erotic dreams about Rafael (the hotel mogul and Jane’s former flame)
that make her question her engagement to Michael.
Jane
discusses her
concerns
about
her impendi n g
mar-

riage with her mother, Xiomara,
who disregards her feelings for
Rafael as being “chemical.” Rafael
is hot, it’s normal that Jane would
have sex dreams about him. She
tells Jane to keep physical distance
between herself and Rafael. “Three
feet,” she says. “Actually with that
guy, better make it four.”
Jane’s grandma, upon finding out
the real identity of Jane’s father,
(the star of her favorite telenovela),
becomes irritated with Xiomara for
keeping this information from Jane
as she, being the traditional Catholic woman that she is, would like
for Jane to have her father give her
away at her wedding. Xiomara excuses herself from the confrontation with Jane’s grandma
in order to go have sex with
Jane’s father (the star of her
favorite telenovela).
Jane’s at work when she
has a run-in with Rafael.
Rafael has a literal halo
surrounding his face, because he is a handsome, hot
angel. Rafael is to
Jane as God is to
Mary. Rafael is
God.
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Sexy Latin music plays in the background as Rafael asks Jane to do
him a favor and write a press release for the hotel.
Rafael’s sister, (the irresponsible
gynecologist) is revealed to be
sleeping with Rafael’s stepmother.
Rafael’s sister is married, Rafael’s
stepmother is married; this situation is a low-key disaster. Rafael’s
stepmother is likely younger than
Rafael. Stepmother and Rafael discuss the plans for the hotel expansion.
Meanwhile, Jane’s detective boyfriend is lurking around the hotel
trying to solve a recent murder of
an employee, Xav, who was having an affair with Rafael’s wife. It’s
revealed now that Rafael’s ex wife
may be a potential suspect in said
murder, but Jane’s husband is reluctant to bring this to his department
because he’s worried that having
Rafael’s wife in jail will deter Jane’s
decision to give the baby to Rafael.
Jane and Michael receive marriage counseling from a priest who
true telenovela adaptation fans will
recognize as Horatio, the father of
Betty Suarez from the ABC telenovela adaptation “Ugly Betty.”
Jane reveals in session her sex
dream with Rafael. Michael, as expected, reacts very poorly.
Back at the hotel, Jane falls into
the pool after an uncomfortable
run in with Rogelio (the telenovela
star and her father who she does
not know is her father that is trying

very unsuccessfully to get to know
Jane from afar) and Rafael jumps in
to make sure she is okay. Michael,
who is also back at the hotel doing
his job and investigating a murder
sees them and gets even angrier.
Jane and Rafael were obviously doing some very meaningful canoodling in the pool with their clothes
on. “Is the chemistry that intense?”
he asks Jane.
Jane tries to win back Michael by
writing him a sexy email. She may
be a virgin, but she isn’t a saint. The
email is very sexy. In an unfortunate twist, however Jane accidentally sends the sexy email to Rafael,
and the raving hotel press release to
Michael, which further angers Michael, and makes Rafael extremely
uncomfortable.
The episode ends with Michael
finding a substantial lead on the
murder case, one that may eliminate Rafael’s wife from his suspect
list. Michael and Jane are on rough
terms, and Jane just wants things to
go back to the way they “were.”

Jane the Virgin
airs on Mondays
at 9 p.m. on the
CW channel

Marvel celebrates 75 years with a ‘behind-the-scenes’ fi lm
By CASEY DEY

M

arvel has delighted
fans for 75 years with
its immense universe
of comic books,
movies, superheroes and more. ABC
featured a movie on Nov. 4 to explore
the beginnings of Marvel Comics,
the important figures behind it and
its impact on modern audiences today.
ABC put on an hour-long documentary on the history of Marvel
Comics on Tuesday, Nov. 4, in celebration of Marvel’s 75 years in the
comic/entertainment world. The
show featured interviews with many
of Marvel’s leading figures and artists, as well as actors who have portrayed the many characters in the
Marvel universe.
The show mostly gave a basic history of Marvel and its impact on the
comic and entertainment industry.
In 1939, during the Great Depression, newspapers had little good
news to report, so people turned
to the back pages for an uplifting
reminder of the American dream.
Timely Comics was just beginning
during this time, and a young Stan
Lee was just getting his feet under
him as a writer. The company would
later become the great Marvel Studios through a rocky journey to star-

REPERTORY
DANCE GROUP
The Repertory Dance Group, the
school’s largest student club, is
performing tonight (Nov. 14) and
tomorrow night (Nov. 15) at 7:30
p.m. Tickets will on sale at the Information Center in Wheelock
Student Center, $5 for students
and $7 for the general public.
Shuttle buses between Wheelock
and Tahoma High School will be
available.

dom, and Lee would become one of
the world’s most famous comic book
authors.
Marvel is responsible for creating
some of the best-known characters
in today’s entertainment history,
with its first of the Human Torch
and Sub-Mariner, Captain America
in WWII and Lee’s incredible contributions that helped save not only
Marvel after the lull coming out of
the war and battles with censorship,
but also the comic industry itself.
Fantastic Four, a group of heroes
instead of a single one. Each hero
had weird powers instead of helpful
ones. In a world of horrible monsters, Lee wanted his audiences to try
liking a monster instead.
The Incredible Hulk, who received
his powers by accident and whose
struggle resided in controlling these
powers rather than against a villain.
Spiderman, a teenager, also with
accidental powers, but who had
the ability to take off his mask
and deal with his human problems.
Lee then had a whirlwind of successes with Thor, Ant-Man, Iron
Man, Dr. Strange, Nick Fury, the
Avengers and X-Men. Remarkably,
these were all within a few months.
Lee’s success was not solely his own;
he had the incredible support of the
original two artists of Timely Comics—Jack Kirby and Steve Ditko.
Kirby made panels dynamic—arms
and faces in your face and coming
out of the pages—and Ditko was responsible for the thin and scrawny,
but powerful, Spiderman and Dr.
Strange. The three possessed a great
alchemy, producing so much in such
a short time.
Characters like the Black Panther, who was the first black superhero, and the X-Men, had their own
unique place in Marvel’s legacy. Sana
Amanat, chief editor for a newer
character Ms. Marvel, said, “It wasn’t
necessarily about skin color and being a minority, but it was about sort
of embracing the differences that ev-

eryone has.”
When Lee took over as editor-inchief in the 80s, Marvel saw a dramatic increase in sales that propelled
it over DC Comics for the first time,
thanks to more stories to produce, an
increase in prices and the introduction of comic book stores and conventions. However, they unbelievably went bankrupt.
The industry was brought back to
life in 2008 when Marvel Studios
produced its own film for the first
time—Iron Man, starring Robert
Downey Jr. The decision to make the
movies themselves transformed the
company, as the characters looked
and felt like

the ones in
the comics.
Comics once again took the world
by storm with the many great movies
released and as people brought out
enormous amounts of merchandise.
They could now wear their favorite
heroes without fear of persecution.
The other big pluses for the company were the merge with Disney—
a company equally passionate about
storytelling—and the many TV
shows, including a new one about
Agent Carter from Captain America:
The First Avenger.
Agent Carter herself, Hayley Atwell, said, “The secret to Marvel’s
current success is, I think, not compromising on what the fans want and
exceeding the expectations of those
that do.”
Several Puget Sound students
shared their own opinions on Marvel’s success.
Senior Krista Silva, leader of the
Comic Book Club here on campus
and fan of the X-Men, said she was

really excited for the new changes to
Marvel that would include a great
amount of diversity, including an
Afro-Latino Spiderman, a Muslim
superhero (Kamala Khan) and Ms.
Marvel.
“It’s really great that
Marvel is breaking away from
the white maledominated
space
that
comics tends
to be known
for,
and
offering
representations that

can
appeal to much
wider audiences,” she said. “So,
I’d say that they
will definitely remain relevant for
future generations
a s
long as they continue
to evolve and
offer
represent a tions and
stories
that speak
to everyone.”
Marty Welsh and Evan Bao are also
Comic Book Club members. Though
Welsh loves DC’s Batman and Bao
Captain America, they both shared
the same love for Marvel’s ability to
span a wide variety of topics but still
manage to connect all the stories.
Bao said, “So long as Marvel makes
good stories and so long as they remember why people read comics
about superheroes, there’s good future here. What makes Spiderman
great is not the character Spiderman,

but the lively spirit within Spiderman
comics. Even if Spiderman is not in
the comic at all, if the comic captures
the spirit of Spiderman or any other
superhero, it’s always going to gain
an audience.”
Katie Merrill had a more personal
tie to superheroes, both with DC and
Captain America from Marvel, as the
examples set by their strength helped
her push through very hard times.
She was confident Marvel would
survive a very long time as long
as it continued to focus on
its great story
lines

and
characters.
Sophomore Jenna Deml said her life
was greatly impacted by Spiderman, a guy who could do great
things simply by acts of kindness rather than strength.
You don’t have to stop cars
from hitting someone to
be someone’s hero. You can
hold the door open or yell
“watch out!” so someone
doesn’t hit a tree.
“In our own way, we
all are heroes. Some just
have put the definition on a
high pedestal unattainable of reach,
so to speak,” she said.
Lee said Marvel’s contribution
to entertainment is that they write
“good stories about extraordinary
people doing incredible things
against enormous odds.” This reflects
the Marvel story too. Many people
grew up on these characters and
their stories, and now new people
feel like they grew up on them. Marvel’s characters not only entertain,
but live within us.
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Chadwick Stokes teases The Horse Comanche with song release
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Chadwick Stokes isn’t your everyday musician. He’s
the kind of musician who hops freight trains across
the United States, who fronts two different bands,
and who opens for a protest concert with Rage
Against the Machine just down the street from a
major national political convention.
Chadwick Stokes’ (right) forthcoming album The Horse Comanche (album
cover above), due to be released in 2015, will be his second solo album
after Simmerkane II in 2011.

By TYLER SHERMAN

T

here are a lot of musicians
out there. But there are
musicians, and then there
is Chadwick Stokes. The
frontman of two bands, Dispatch and
State Radio, Stokes and his remarkable career prove that he isn’t just a
run-of-the-mill musician.
He’s a very particular kind of musician. He’s the kind of musician who
hops freight trains and travels across
the United States with his brother.
He’s the kind of musician who says
a defining moment for his career
was opening up for Rage Against the
Machine at a concert just a few short
miles from the Republican National
Convention. Moreover, he’s the kind
of musician whose political activism
comes through in his music.
And while politics is not always the
formative feature of his music, it is an
important element.
“I’ve always got politics on my
mind,” Stokes said.
So it is with his recently released
song, co-produced by Sam Beam

of Iron and Wine, “Our Lives Our
Time,” just one of the ten tracks off of
his forthcoming album The Horse Comanche, which will be released Feb. 3,
2015.
Somewhat reminiscent of the style
of Paul Simon, and for that matter,
Simon & Garfunkel, the song is an
evident fusion of folk and rock elements. It opens with a twangy solo
guitar before moving into a cooperation of acoustic and electric guitar
and drums, combining into a soulful
piece.
There are times where the tune is
moderately dissonant, not quite landing on your ears the way you’d expect.
That isn’t to say the song doesn’t flow;
it absolutely does. But, it fights back
at you a little, adding just enough discomfort to keep you on your toes.
It’s definitely a catchy song. There
is something about it that makes you
want to nod “yes” and bounce your
feet to the tune. The song is sincere
and it delivers a certain feeling of satisfaction.
The changes in pitch and speed
and the well-timed intersection of
the electric guitar, in the end, just

works. If you pay attention to the lyrics, Stokes’ political inclination and
activism are also apparent.
The lyrics mediate the boundary
between symbolic and candid, alluding to, among other things, celebrities,
politicians, Wall Street, religion, as
well as the United States and current
issues, such as teachers’ pay and discrimination.
“The song speaks to issues like gay
marriage and the military industrial
complex,” said Stokes, who is currently on his Fall 2014 tour.
If you listen closely, these messages
are clear. Speaking with Stokes, it’s
easy to understand why. The conversation was quick and straightforward,
questions were answered candidly
and simply. But even then, Stokes’
personality came through—plain
spoken, direct, to the point, and wellmeaning.
The lyrics are seemingly a reflection
of these elements of Stokes’ personality, accentuating a well intentioned and
nuanced worldview. And whether or
not you agree with him, the lyrics succeed in working effectually with the
tune.
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“Our Lives Our Time,” however, is
just one element of Stokes’ upcoming album. Recorded over the course
of a month in Chicago, a time during
which Stokes said the temperature
was nineteen below zero, the album is
not exclusively about politics.
“Old high school relationships,
different people,” as well as Stokes’s
recent experience of becoming a father of two, have also influenced The
Horse Comanche. “Prison Blue Eyes,”
another song off of Stokes’ upcoming
album, proves it.
“Prison Bue Eyes is about the kids,”
Stokes said.
A solo album, The Horse Comanche,
is his own, based in many ways upon
his own experiences and outlook.
“I just had a bunch of songs that
didn’t really fit [with Dispatch and
State Radio],” Stokes said.
And though political activism may
not influence each and every track on
The Horse Comanche, Stokes’s activism seems to have had a transformative experience on his life.
Shortly after high school, Stokes
took a trip to Zimbabwe, after which
he started the Elias Fund, which funds

community development and education for Zimbabwean youth. He is
also involved with Calling All Crows,
an organization that has recently been
working with refugees from the conflict in Syria.
Stokes’s experiences, which he
claims have been deeply “educational,” are evident in his music, which
he claimed was influenced by the folk
music of Southern and Western Africa.
His experiences have apparently affected how he describes his music as
well. He humbly resisted most labels.
“I just say folk. It’s a bit of a copout
but it’s folk,” Stokes said.
Whatever label you choose to ascribe to it, however, the reality of the
music remains the same. “Our Lives
Our Time,” much like Stokes himself
seems to be, is profound, but down
to earth and unpretentious. It satisfies
the listener and accentuates not just
Stokes’ worldview, but his tremendous talent as well.
Stokes will be in Washington this
month, playing in Seattle at The Crocodile on Nov. 17.

The Black Keys Bring A Night Of Rock and Blues To Seattle
By JAMES KANER

O

n Saturday, Nov. 1, Seattle’s Key Arena welcomed arguably what
many consider to be
the quintessential faces of the newly
revived garage rock genre.
The air crackled with electricity
and the faint smell of cigarettes as
Dan Auerbach and Patrick Carney
of The Black Keys took to the stage
and proceeded to blow away the
crowd for nearly two hours straight.
The band has been touring the U.S.
since early September, promoting
their new album, Turn Blue, which
was released back in May 2014.
Thankfully, the group knows its
audience and, while the songs of
Turn Blue are arguably on par with
their old classics, the audience of the
Key Arena got to hear those same

classics as well.
In a sense echoing the American
dream, The Black Keys came from
rather humble beginnings.
Having started back in modest
Akron, Ohio playing out of dive
bars and basements, the group,
which consists of Dan Auerbach on
guitar and vocals and Patrick Carney on drums, has been producing
hits and making people dance for
close to thirteen years.
2002 marked the release of the
band’s first album The Big Come Up,
which Carney himself produced.
The album sold roughly 139,000
copies, an impressive achievement
for an independent rock group such
as The Black Keys.
The first album featured such hits
as “Heavy Soul,”—which is one of
my personal favorites due to its fast
pace and excellent guitar solos—

and “Leaving Trunk,” featured in
Saturday night’s performance.
Nearly a year later, the band
came back onto the scene, releasing
their second album: Thickfreakness,
which continued the band’s tradition of blues and rock.
The album paid homage to rock
and blues legends Junior Kimbrough
and Richard Berry through covers
of classic songs such as “Everywhere
I Go” and “Have Love, Will Travel,”
which is another personal favorite.
Even more interesting than the
songs included in the album is how
they were produced in the first
place. The entire 12-song album was
recorded in one 14-hour recording
session in Carney’s own basement
using an early 1980s Tascam 388
8-Track recorder.
The band would eventually continue with this brand of unconven-

tional recording with the release of
their third album, Rubber Factory,
which earned its name from the
condemned tire factory in their
hometown of Akron that the band
had to use to record its songs.
Two years later, the group would
produce two albums. The first of
which, Chulahoma: The Songs of
Junior Kimborough, continued in
their tradition of paying homage
to the bluesmen of old, Chulahom
includes six cover songs of Kimborough’s classics.
Next came Magic Potion, an album which embodied the band’s
own unique bluesy sound. Magic
Potion included such hits as “Your
Touch” and “Goodbye Babylon,” two
songs that demonstrated the band’s
wide musical range.
Their sixth album, Attack and
Release, would mark the first album

produced in an actual professional
recording studio and its success certainly reflected the change.
It’s arguable that the band’s meteoric rise in popularity came in 2010
with their release of Brothers, especially when one compares its unparalleled success to the band’s earlier
albums.
Featuring smash-hits such as
“Tighten Up” and “Howlin’ For You”
(both of which would later go gold),
the album earned the group three
Grammys, including an honor for
Best Alternative Music Album.
Turn Blue’s melancholic lyrics
and slow pace marked a departure
from previous albums, opting for
more psychedelic rock influences
than blues ones, continuing the
band’s meteoric success.

